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Figure 1. Two-bounce Transient NLOS Imaging. (a) We propose using two-bounce transients for NLOS imaging. Two-bounce signals
capture information about the shadows in a scene, and use of transient information can reduce the number of measurements needed for
reconstruction by using multiplexed illumination. (b) Our work can be applicable in many scenarios, such as tunnels, corridors, streets,
and forests. (c)-(d) We experimentally validate the use of two-bounce transients on real objects. We show that time-of-flight information
enables more robust reconstructions of occluded objects while using fewer measurements.

Abstract

The goal of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is to image
objects occluded from the camera’s field of view using mul-
tiply scattered light. Recent works have demonstrated the
feasibility of two-bounce (2B) NLOS imaging by scanning
a laser and measuring cast shadows of occluded objects in
scenes with two relay surfaces. In this work, we study the
role of time-of-flight (ToF) measurements, i.e. transients, in
2B-NLOS under multiplexed illumination. Specifically, we
study how ToF information can reduce the number of mea-
surements and spatial resolution needed for shape recon-
struction. We present our findings with respect to trade-
offs in (1) temporal resolution, (2) spatial resolution, and
(3) number of image captures by studying SNR and recov-
erability as functions of system parameters. This leads to
a formal definition of the mathematical constraints for 2B
lidar. We believe that our work lays an analytical ground-
work for design of future NLOS imaging systems, especially
as ToF sensors become increasingly ubiquitous.

1. Introduction
Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging aims to reconstruct

objects occluded from direct line of sight and has the po-
tential to be transformative in numerous applications across
autonomous driving, search and rescue, and non-invasive
medical imaging [24]. The key approach is to measure light
that has undergone multiple surface scattering events and
computationally invert these measurements to estimate hid-
den geometries. Recent work used two-bounce light, as
shown in Fig. 2a, to reconstruct high quality shapes behind
occluders [15]. The key idea is that two-bounce light cap-
tures information about the shadows of the occluded object.
By scanning the laser source at different points l on a relay
surface and measuring multiple shadow images, it is possi-
ble to reconstruct the hidden object by computing the visual
hull [20] of the measured shadows.

Benefits of Two-Bounce Two-bounce (2B) light can be
captured using two relay surfaces on opposite sides of the
hidden scene (Fig. 1a). This can occur in a variety of real-
world settings such as tunnels, hallways, streets, and clut-
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(a) Two-Bounce NLOS Imaging (b) Two-Bounce Transient NLOS 

Figure 2. Two-Bounce NLOS Imaging. (a) Two-bounce NLOS
imaging performs 3D reconstruction by using information con-
tained in the shadows of the hidden object when illuminated by
one virtual source l at a time. (b) In this work, we study the bene-
fits of using transient information for two-bounce NLOS imaging
under the presence of multiplexed illumination.

tered environments like forests (Fig. 1b). For example,
imagine an autonomous vehicle in a tunnel being able to
see ahead of the car in front of it by using two-bounce sig-
nals from the sides of the tunnel. Two-bounce light also
helps alleviate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) issue in 3B-
NLOS imaging, since 3B signals experience significant sig-
nal attenuation at each surface scatter event. Furthermore,
2B light captures information about the cast shadows of the
hidden object instead of reflectance, as in the 3B case. As a
result, the SNR of 2B signals is independent of the object’s
albedo and can therefore robustly image darker objects.

Contributions In this work, we propose using two-
bounce transients for NLOS imaging to enable the use of
multiplexed illumination. 3B-NLOS transient imaging sys-
tems have been analyzed previously, but we believe we are
the first to analyze the use of multiplexed illumination and
transient measurements for 2B-NLOS (Fig. 2b). Our key in-
sight is that multiplexed illumination enables measurement
of occluded objects with fewer image captures, and 2B tran-
sients enable demultiplexing shadows, as shown in Fig. 3.
The robust SNR and promise of few-shot capture afforded
by 2B transients makes the idea an important direction for
few-shot NLOS imaging in general environments. We sum-
marize our contributions below.

• Model: We present new insights into the algebraic for-
mulations of two-bounce lidar for NLOS imaging.

• Analysis: We analyze tradeoffs with spatial resolution,
temporal resolution, and number of image captures by
using quantitative metrics such as SNR and recover-
ability, as well as qualitative validation from real and
simulated results.

Although we envision the ideas introduced here to inspire
future works in single-shot NLOS imaging, we do not claim
this as a contribution in this paper.

Scope of This Work All data used for this work is from
simulation and a single-pixel SPAD sensor. We do not phys-
ically realize few-shot results in this paper due to limited
availability of high-resolution SPAD arrays presently. In-
stead, we emulate SPAD array measurements by scanning
a single-pixel SPAD across the field of view and and emu-
late multiplexed illumination by scanning a laser spot, ac-
quiring individual transient images, and summing the im-
ages in post-processing. These measurements, however, are
more conducive to our goal of performing analysis that ex-
plores the landscape of possibilities in NLOS imaging with
advances in ToF sensors. We believe that the ideas and anal-
ysis introduced in this work will be increasingly relevant as
SPAD array technology matures [19, 26, 44].

2. Related Work
Non-Line-of-Sight Imaging

ToF Methods: The non-line-of-sight imaging (NLOS)
problem aims to see around a corner by measuring light
reflected off intermediary surfaces. A large body of work
models the response of a hidden scene to a temporal pulse of
light and generally perform a variant of ellipsoidal tomog-
raphy or solve a linear inverse problem [3, 5, 11, 12, 18, 39].
The temporal profiles can probe features of the hidden
space, such as Fermat paths [42], scene impulse response
[23], and individual voxels [28]. Other works derive effi-
cient algorithms using a confocal setup [2,22,27] and data-
driven techniques [8]. NLOS has also been demonstrated
with amplitude modulated continuous wave (AMCW) ToF
by exploiting sparsity and fitting measurements to a Lam-
bertian reflectance model [13, 16].

Other Active Methods: Chen et al. use steady-state (i.e.
time-integrated) intensity information by leveraging partial
directionality of diffuse reflectors [7]. Radio wavelengths
can also be used to image through walls and/or around
them [1, 32, 43]. There has also been significant progress in
exploiting speckle correlations [9, 17, 25, 34] and synthetic
wave holography [40, 41] for NLOS imaging. Henley et al.
demonstrate the use of two-bounce light (i.e. shadows) for
NLOS using intensity sensors [15]. An extension of this
work uses ToF constraints on two-bounce pathlengths to
isolate shadows from ambient background and higher-order
inter-reflections [14]. However multiplexing was not used.

Passive Methods: Passive methods make use of optical
information already present in the scene without an active
source. Many passive approaches exploit polarization cues
[10,36], ambient thermal light [21,36], shadows [35], multi-
view reflections [38], and neural networks [33,37] to recon-
struct or make inferences about the scene outside the cam-
era’s field of view. Occlusion-assisted imaging makes use
of information present at sharp discontinuities in LOS and
NLOS scenes by turning them into virtual pinholes [4,30] or
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Key Components Key Features

Assisting
Surfaces

Sensor
Type

Light
Source

Number of
Captures

Recovered
Dimensions

Signal
Quality

Relay Wall/Floor

Edge Occluders

Relay Wall/Floor

Edge Occluders

Two-Bounce
Transient (Ours) Two LOS Walls ToF Active

(Flash) Low 3D High
(2-bounce)

NLOS Imaging
Domain

Passive Occlusion-
Aided [4, 31, 33]

Intensity Passive Low 2D
Low (strong
background)

Three-Bounce
Transient

[18, 27, 30, 42]
ToF

Active
(Scan)

High 3D
Medium

(3-bounce)

Table 1. Comparison of NLOS Methods. Passive approaches require fewer measurements but can either recover up to two dimensions or
are strongly affected by ambient noise. Works exploiting three-bounce light paths demonstrate 3D imaging around the corner but require a
bounce on the hidden surface, reducing the signal quality. We analyze exploiting two-bounce transients for NLOS imaging.

virtual pinspecks [31]. Intensity-only methods are difficult
to scale to scenarios with arbitrary lighting conditions.

3. Forward and Adjoint Operators

3.1. Problem Setup

We first introduce terminology and notation for our prob-
lem formulation. The object of interest lies behind an oc-
cluder and is flanked on two sides by planar Lambertian re-
lay surfaces. Without loss of generality, the right wall is the
illumination wall L and the left wall is the observation wall
O. Light incident on the illumination wall at a point l is a
virtual source. Each virtual source diffusely radiates light
towards the observation wall. Light will arrive at a virtual
detector s from l if the object doesn’t lie along the ray con-
necting s and l, as shown in Fig. 2a. If the object obstructs
this ray, s is said to lie in the shadow of the object. We
assume that every virtual source and virtual detector is vis-
ible to the laser and camera field of view, respectively. The
hidden scene is discretized into a voxel grid described by a
binary occupancy (or transparency) function. This implic-
ity assumes that we are reconstructing opaque surfaces. We
neglect the effect of higher order bounces (e.g. interreflec-
tions, 3B light) because SPADs can temporally gate out the
longer ToF of 3B light. Furthermore, the intensity of higher
order bounces will be much lower than that of two-bounce
light because all surfaces are assumed to be diffuse.

We denote light transients as ToF measurements for light
that arrives at the virtual detector and shadow transients as
ToF measurements for light that didn’t arrive at the virtual
detector because of the object’s shadow. Both of these are
two-bounce transients. We show that modeling the problem
in terms of shadow transients enables reconstruction of the
hidden objects shape by solving a linear inverse problem.
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Figure 3. Time-of-Flight Information for Demultiplexing
Shadows. Assume the point s lies in shadow. When using multi-
plexed illumination, there exists an ambiguity as to whether s lies
in the shadow of l1, l2, or both. However, the paths L-l1-s-C and
L-l2-s-C have different pathlengths, suggesting the usefulness of
ToF information for demultiplexing shadows.

3.2. Linear Forward Model

Light Transients Consider the case where the occluded
scene is empty. The measured transient is then given by

i0(t; s) = α

∫∫
L

δ(∥l− g∥+ ∥l− s∥ − ct)

∥l− s∥2
dl, (1)

where g is the location of the laser, c is the speed of light,
and α is the intensity of the laser. We refer to i0 as the
empty transient. For simplicity, we ignore α for the rest of
the derivations in this section and assume that the length
between the virtual detector and camera is calibrated or
known. The numerator of the integrand

i(t; s, l) = δ(∥l− g∥+ ∥l− s∥ − ct) (2)

describes the equation of an ellipsoid, with foci at g and s
and major axis length ct. When an object is present in the
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Figure 4. Light and Shadow Transients. Three spacetime curves
are depicted. (left) Empty transient i0 with no hidden object, (mid-
dle) light transient il with an object, and (right) shadow transient
is = i0 − il. Switching from light transients il to shadow tran-
sients is enables derivation of a linear forward model.

occluded scene, the measured light transient is given by

il(t; s) =

∫∫
L
Vs,l ·

i(t; s, l)

∥l− s∥2
dl, (3)

where Vs,l is the visibility between s and l.

Vs,l = exp

(∮ s

l

ln(ft(x))dx

)
(4)

where Eq. (4) computes the product integral along the line
connecting l and s and ft(x) ∈ {0, 1} is the transparency
function of voxel x in the occluded region.

Shadow Transients The non-linearity of Eq. (4) makes
model inversion challenging with light transients. Casting
the formulation from light space-time to shadow space-time
enables a linear formulation of the problem. A shadow tran-
sient at s is given by

is(t; s) = i0(t; s)− il(t; s). (5)

Fig. 4 illustrates the difference between light transients and
shadow transients. Shadow transients directly probe voxel
occupancy, whereas light transients probe for voxel trans-
parency. For example, if the occluded scene is empty except
for voxel x, the shadow transient is given by

is(t; s,x) =
δ(∥l(x, s)− g∥+ ∥l(x, s)− s∥ − ct)

∥l(x, s)− s∥2
, (6)

where l(x, s) is a point on the illumination wall that lies
along the ray connecting x and s. If the wall doesn’t inter-
sect this ray, is(t;x, s) = 0.

Linear Relaxation Now, consider the general case where
a single opaque object lies in the hidden scene. We can
describe the shadow transient as

is(t; s) =

∫∫
L
Os,l ·

i(t; s, l)

∥l− s∥2
dl, (7)

where Os,l ∈ {0, 1} is the occlusion function (denotes if the
ray between l and s is occluded). It can be expressed as the
indicator function

Os,l =

{
1, if

∮ s

l
fo(x)dx > 0

0, otherwise

≈
∮ s

l

fo(x)dx,

(8)

where fo(x) is the voxel occupancy function of the hidden
scene. The linear relaxation in Eq. (8) is possible because
NLOS reconstructions typically only consider ToF informa-
tion, but not radiometric information. The above formula-
tion will preserve the structure of the streak images in space-
time, even if the intensities are overestimated. Combining
Eq. (5), (7), and (8), we obtain

i0(t; s)−il(t; s) =

∫∫
L

i(t; s, l)

∥l− s∥2
·
(∮ s

l

fo(x)dx

)
dl, (9)

where we solve for fo(x). We can estimate i0 from the
scene geometry and il is the measured transient.

Discrete Beam Illumination Discretizing L as K dis-
crete laser spots and the hidden space into a voxel grid, we
can write Eq. (9) as

is[t; s] =

K∑
k=1

δ[∥lk − g∥+ ∥lk − s∥ − ct]

∥lk − s∥2
·

( ∑
x∈Plk,s

fo[x]

)
,

(10)
where Pl,s denotes the set of voxels lying along the path
between l and s. Eq. (10) can be expressed in matrix form

Is = PBf = Af , (11)

where Is ∈ Rnunvnt is the vectorized space-time mea-
surements, f ∈ Rnxnynz is the voxel occupancies, and
A ∈ Rnunvnt×nxnynz is the measurement operator map-
ping voxel occupancies to space-time measurements. nu

and nv are the number of pixels along the u and v direction,
and nt is the number of timing bins. nx, ny , and nz are the
number of voxels in the x, y, and z directions.

P and B model the temporal and spatial relationships,
respectively, between virtual sources, virtual detectors, and
voxels. P ∈ Rnunvnt×nunvK is a block diagonal ma-
trix, with the column space of the ith block Pi ∈ Rnt×K

containing the corresponding δ(·) functions from Eq. (2)
for virtual detector si and all K virtual sources. B ∈
RnunvK×nxnynz is composed of nunv vertical sub-blocks.
Each entry Bi

kj ∈ {0, 1} of the ith sub-block Bi ∈
RK×nxnynz of sub-block i indicates whether voxel j lies
along the line connecting virtual detector si and virtual
source lk. The multiplication Bf performs the line integral
in Eq. (8). The kth column vector of P is the space-time im-
pulse response (STIR) to the kth illumination source when
the hidden scene is completely occupied (note that we are
dealing with shadow transients, not light transients). The ith
column of A forms the expected space-time measurements
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if only the ith voxel is occupied (i.e. the STIR to a single
voxel). We neglect the r2 falloff term in our reconstruc-
tions. Additional explanation of the A matrix is provided in
the supplementary. The linear model in Eq. (11) resembles
that of 3B-bounce NLOS, where A is a measurement op-
erator that maps voxels f to measurements I. However, in
3B-NLOS, the information is encoded into the reflectance
of the object, whereas in 2B-NLOS, the information is en-
coded into the shadows. Therefore, the former is linear with
respects to light transients, and the latter is linear with re-
spect to shadow transients.

3.3. Reconstruction Algorithm

Reconstruction of f can be performed by backprojection

fbp = A⊤Is. (12)

Backprojection produces a low-frequency reconstruction of
f . In practice, filtering fbp with a Laplacian filter

ffbp =

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
fbp (13)

has been shown to yield reasonably good results in ellip-
soidal tomography in 3-bounce NLOS and line-based to-
mography in medical imaging. Our linear formulation also
enables reconstruction with priors. We recognize that these
optimization-based methods would improve reconstruction
over unfiltered backprojection, which is equivalent to a low-
frequency version of voxel carving in our setup. However,
we restrict our focus to unfiltered backprojection because
of its convenient relationship with the Gram matrix, which
enables further analysis of our method in Sec. 4.2.

4. Design and Analysis

In this section, we analyze how the performance of the
proposed two-bounce transient system varies with system
parameters and the geometry of LOS relay surfaces. We
also analyze the impact of temporal resolution, spatial reso-
lution, and number of measurements on recoverability. The
amount of multiplexing in the scene is inversely related to
the number of measurements. For example, if 60 laser spots
are used and 15 measurements are captured, then each im-
age contains 4 multiplexed shadows. We use SNR, coher-
ence, and FWHM of the PSF to quantify performance.

4.1. Voxel SNR Analysis

We quantify the noise characteristics of the measured
shadow two-bounce transients using per-voxel SNR. Con-
sider the case where only voxel x is occupied in the hidden
region. We derive the SNR of the number of ”shadow” pho-
tons received in the measured shadow transient Ixs . In vector

2  m

2
 m

1 m

1  m

0
.1

 m

1 m

(a)

1 m

1 m

(b) (c)

Figure 5. SNR Analysis. The goal of this analysis is to determine
how scene geometry affects the SNR of the two-bounce measure-
ment at each voxel in the hidden scene. The first two cases con-
sider the orientations of the relay surfaces, and the third considers
the field of view of the camera. SNR is highest in the middle of
the hidden scene for parallel surfaces, orienting the walls closer to-
gether increases SNR due to reduced r2 falloff, and SNR is highest
closer to the virtual detectors for small FOV cameras.

form, the occupancy function can be described as δx. From
Eq. (11), the shadow transient is given by

Ixs = Aδx (14)

and the light transients measured by the SPAD sensor are
given by Ixl . For this analysis, we account for r2 falloff
because it is a physically accurate phenomenon that impacts
SNR. From Eq. (5),

Ixl = I0 −Aδx (15)

where I0 is the empty transient and assumed to be cali-
brated. Assuming no SPAD pile-up distortion, the num-
ber of photons arriving at the sensor for each time bin of
Ixl follow an independent Poisson distribution [29]. Thus,
the total number of photons Px measured follows a Poisson
distribution with the rate parameter being the sum of all the
photon counts for all time bins for all pixels.

Px ∼ Poisson(1T (I0 −Aδx)) (16)

where 1 ∈ Rnunvnt is the one vector. Using the fact that
SNR of a Poisson distribution is µ/σ =

√
λ with rate pa-

rameter λ, the per-voxel SNR Sx is given by

Sx =
√

1T (I0 −Aδx) (17)

The per-voxel SNR is plotted in Fig. 5 for three different
scenarios. The first two scenarios deal with the orientation
of the walls, and the third considers the field of view of the
camera. In Fig. 5a, we can see that the SNR is higher for
center voxels, as more rays connecting the illumination wall
and observation wall pass through the center voxels. When
the relay walls are oriented towards each other (Fig. 5b), the
SNR increases due to reduced r2 falloff. When the camera’s
field of view is small compared to the laser (Fig. 5c), regions
closer to the observation wall have the highest SNR.
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Figure 6. Spatially Varying PSF. In two-bounce lidar, the PSF
has a double cone shape. The orientation of the double cone varies
strongly as a function of the orientation and length of the relay
surfaces (i.e. the virtual apertures) and the voxel position.

4.2. Recoverability Analysis

Resolution We now study the resolution limits of our
method. In particular, we consider two key metrics in our
measurement operator: mutual coherence and full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF. We are interested in
how (1) temporal resolution, (2) spatial resolution N , and
(3) number of measurements M impact each of our metrics.
From Eq. (12), we know that the backprojected occupancy
can be obtained from the occupancy function by

fbp = (A⊤A)f , (18)

where G = A⊤A is the Gram matrix. We can interpret the
columns (or rows) of the Gram matrix to be the spatially
varying point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system,
as shown in Fig. 6. Each column Gi describes how a voxel
xi is blurred during backprojection reconstruction.

We can see the effect of different imaging parameters on
the PSF in Fig. 7, where we sweep different values of (1)
M and (2) N . In particular, we note that the lobes of the
PSF are suppressed when using temporal information, even
with low spatial resolution and few number of image mea-
surements. When using no temporal information, the PSF
is still roughly centered at the correct location, but has large
FWHM. The sharpness of the PSF when using temporal in-
formation indicates that it is better suited to applications that
require finer voxel resolution with few-shot capture. In case
(1) without transients, we see that the FWHM of the PSF
is large along both the x and y direction for small values of
M . As M approaches the number of illumination spots, the
FWHM approaches the theoretical lower bound. In case (2),
increased spatial resolution helps better localize the center
of the PSF, but the FWHM does not improve. The transient
cases are quite robust to both low number of measurements
and low spatial resolution. Intuitively, higher values of N in
the transient case slightly help accentuate the center voxel

by projecting more diverse rays through the center voxel.

Mutual Coherence We wish to further quantify the im-
pact of spatio-temporal resolution and number of measure-
ments on the recoverability of the hidden scene. We know
from compressive sensing theory that sparse recovery of the
hidden scene is possible when the mutual coherence of A is
sufficiently small. The mutual coherence is defined as

µ = max
1≤i̸=j≤n

|A⊤
i Aj |

|Ai||Aj |
. (19)

Intuitively, the coherence measures the largest ”similarity”
or correlation between any two column vectors in measure-
ment matrix A [6]. Physically, this quantifies how similar
the STIRs of two different voxels are. If µ = 1, then two
voxels have the exact same STIR, which means that there
exists an ambiguity as to which voxel resulted in a certain
spatio-temporal response. Alternatively, µ can be defined
as the maximum off-diagonal entry of the Gram matrix.
Fig. 8 illustrates how the Gram matrix (and subsequently
the mutual coherence) is affected by coarser timing reso-
lutions. From compressive sensing theory, we know that
a K-sparse scene can be recovered if K ≤ 0.5(1 + 1/µ),
which motivates our empirical analysis of the effect of spa-
tial resolution and temporal resolution on µ.

From Fig. 9, we can see the impact that spatial and tem-
poral resolution have on mutual coherence in a single-shot
setup with multiplexed illumination. Consider a scene sim-
ilar to that of Fig. 6, where the walls are 2 m apart, the walls
are 3 m long, the axial distance to the walls is 2 m, and the
voxel resolution is discretized to 2 cm. Increasing the spa-
tial resolution at a fixed temporal resolution appears to have
little to no effect on the mutual coherence. As Kadambi
et al. also point out, improvements of coherence through
higher spatial resolution are limited by the size of the vir-
tual aperture (i.e. the wall) [16]. On the other hand, the
difference between 100 ps resolution and 10 ps resolution
reduces the coherence from 0.9 to 0.3 for a fixed spatial
resolution. Any timing resolution coarser than ∼ 120 ps
results in a coherence of 1 for multiplexed measurements
because pathlength differences for different shadows are no
longer resolvable. This analysis motivates the importance of
temporal resolution when using multiplexed illumination.

5. Experiments and Results
We scan a single-pixel SPAD across the field of view on

the left wall to mimic the output of a SPAD array. We scan a
single laser spot across the right wall, and sum up the corre-
sponding transient images in post-processing to mimic the
effect of multiplexing. Further details are provided in the
supplementary. We first validate our model using simulated
data in Fig. 10, where we demonstrate that we can localize
four letters and reconstruct their 2D shape with just a single
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Figure 7. PSF as a Function of Number of Measurements and Spatial Resolution. The PSF of the center voxel is shown in the
transient and intensity-only case when multiplexed with 60 laser spots. (1) the number of pixels N = 40 are kept fixed with the number
of measurements M being swept (left) and (2) M = 10 is kept fixed and N is swept (right). Transient measurements result in PSFs with
narrower FWHMs, even with low spatial resolution and low number of measurements.
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Figure 8. Gram Matrix as a Function of Temporal Resolution.
For a defined voxel resolution and fixed spatial resolution. The
columns (or rows) of the Gram matrix form the spatially varying
PSFs shown in Fig. 6. The off-diagonal streaks describe the co-
herence between different voxels. As expected, higher temporal
resolution decreases the coherence of the Gram matrix, which in-
creases the likelihood of guaranteed sparse recovery.

capture. We render io and il to obtain a noiseless version
of the shadow transient for this experiment. Then, we re-
construct the shapes of real mannequins and must estimate
i0. Fig. 11 shows that ToF measurements provide a notice-
able improvement in image reconstruction. When there’s
no multiplexing (i.e. the number of laser spots is the same
as number of measurements), the intensity-based method is
similar to the ToF-based method. However, in the intensity-
only case, the object becomes increasingly blurry until it is
no longer visible as the amount of multiplexing increases.
In the ToF case for single-shot, we can see a blurry im-
age roughly localized where the center of the mannequin
is as well as some high-frequency detail. Furthermore, the
top view of the ToF reconstructions show that the high-
frequency shape of the arms can be reconstructed even with
multiplexed illumination, indicating the promise of single-

Figure 9. Tradeoffs Between Spatial Resolution and Temporal
Resolution. We quantify the tradeoff using mutual coherence. We
use the same setup as Fig. 6, but the walls have length 3 m, the
walls are space 2 m apart, and the distance to the walls is 2 m. We
discretize the voxel resolution to 2 cm (∼ 67 ps). The bottom right
of the figure, where spatial and temporal resolution are highest is
where mutual coherence is the lowest. For a fixed temporal resolu-
tion, improvements in coherence quickly plateau. Improvements
in temporal resolution dominate improvements in spatial resolu-
tion when reducing coherence, suggesting the importance of ToF
for demultiplexing illumination in two-bounce NLOS imaging.

shot capture with two-bounce ToF information. Fig. 12
shows that poorer temporal resolution results in aliasing ar-
tifacts (repeated arms and legs), whereas the rough shape
of the object can still be seen with lower spatial resolu-
tion. Finally, we compare our method to the probabilistic
voxel carving method used in [15] in Fig. 13. Voxel carv-
ing results in sharper reconstructions than backprojection.
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Figure 10. Single-Shot Localization. We obtain single-shot re-
constructions of the ”N”, ”L”, ”O”, and ”S” letters in the hidden
scene with and without transient information. We see that using
transient information, we are able to effectively localize the hidden
object and even get a sharp outline of the letters, demonstrating the
promise of single-shot capture with two-bounce transients.
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Figure 11. Transients Enable Scene Recovery from Multi-
plexed Illumination. We perform backprojection of measure-
ments with varying levels of multiplexing. Plotted in the top two
rows are x slices of the reconstructed volume. Under no multi-
plexing (right), intensity is sufficient to carve the shadow along
detected pixel. But reconstruction quality sharply deteriorates as
we move towards the multiplexing regime (left). When measur-
ing with transients, time-of-flight information allows us to disam-
biguate between different shadows and recover a rough silhouette
of the object even with just a single measurement.

However, our method can be improved by filtering or in-
corporating priors, and is also generalizable to multiplexed
illumination by utilizing ToF information.
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Figure 12. Spatial Resolution vs. Timing Resolution. We plot
reconstructions with different spatio-temporal resolutions. Lower
timing resolution results in aliasing artifacts (i.e. repeated arms
and legs). Lower spatial resolution introduces hole artifacts.
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Figure 13. Scanning Baseline Comparison. We compare to the
voxel carving method used in [15] (a) before and (b) after thresh-
olding when scanning 1 laser spot. Our method is more general,
but voxel carving yields sharper results with laser scanning.

6. Discussion
In this paper, we introduced the use of two-bounce tran-

sients for NLOS imaging. Compared to 3B-NLOS, 2B-
NLOS enables more robust imaging of occluded objects in
the presence of scenes with arbitrary lighting conditions and
low albedo objects. Transient 2B-NLOS is promising for
few-shot capture of occluded objects by using multiplexed
illumination, especially as SPAD array technology matures.
When comparing tradeoffs in temporal resolution, spatial
resolution, and number of measurements, we qualitatively
and quantitatively verify with real and simulated results that
temporal resolution is most important for demultiplexing
shadows. We anticipate future work to extend the analysis
in this paper to SPAD arrays for real-time NLOS imaging.
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